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About This Game

Silence of the Sleep is psychological horror adventure game for PC.

You play as a man called Jacob Reeves. A man who has lost his reason to live.
He throws himself into a blackness to end his misery, but instead of it being the end he wakes up without a memory of his life

before.

You will travel through the abstract world of Silence of the Sleep to find the very reason for your
journey...

Now that is a good question!
Here are some info about Silence of the Sleep that I believe are worth knowing:
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Side scrolling 2D with unique, digitally drawn graphics

Unique music from one end to another

Minimalistic interface - I won’t hold your hand through the game

Challenging puzzles

No shooting - Enemy encounters are pretty rare and you can’t kill the enemies, avoid and hide from them to survive

Original gameplay and twisting story - Silence of the Sleep has well crafted balance between horror and adventure, this
allows me to build different atmospheres which brings variety to gameplay

One man game - Graphics, animation, coding, music... You name it!
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Title: Silence of the Sleep
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Jesse Makkonen
Publisher:
Jesse Makkonen
Release Date: 1 Oct, 2014

 a09c17d780 

English
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I play a lot of these kind of games but rarely do I find a glitch. Everything was going great until I had to use the help button and
it pointed at a gravestone but it cannot be touched as there is an idicator arrow that comes up and when it sends you there, that
place has nothing using the help button. I hate wasting my time.. It's a good addon, but it would be nice to be able to play as
some puppet states like Ukraine, Poland, Lithuania, Baltic Duchy etc.. I do freelance robot design, and found this to be very
insightful. Many thanks!. \ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Really fun, really hard. The solo is
epic and the chords have you going all over the place.. If J.J. Abrams was to take ecstasy before attending an opera this would be
his experience. No idea what was going on, but it sure is a trip worth checking out.
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Beat it in 17 minutes will probably play again. It's a short game
But it's got a house of the dead vibe with enemies have hit targets and attack patterns so it's pretty fun.

2 guns don't make any sound. Why? I just use the one that does. It's got unlimited ammo anyway.. One of the best RPGs of all
time.

The combat is superb and has a nice sense of weight to every action the player makes.
And the most of the upgrades in the skill tree are rather significant so choose carefully.

The story is engaging and surprising.
Even more surprising is the degree to which your choices shape said story.
Not wishing to spoil anything but one particular choice completely changes half of the game.

One word of caution though, I highly recommend reading at least a few of the Withcer books before playing the game.
The story is written in such a way that it assumes the player already knows who the characters are and how this world works.
Also the books are a pretty good read, if you are into fantasy books.

It is impossible to talk about The Witcher 2 without mentioning the unique, slavic culture inspired soundtrack.
Honestly this soundtrack sets the mood for every scene perfectly and helps you immerse yourself in this unique
fantasy world.

It is worth noting that the game is rather hard so I would recommend new players to read a few guides before
starting their adventure.

. More of a $4.99 game, but still very enjoyable.

I've played through it a couple times and found it pretty deep. Reminds me of Skrillix Quest (Which is no suprise considering it
was made by the same person).. The sound is somewhat good but other than that this game is not much to have. The english is
bad and it's rather short. A few good scares though.. I might have been like 13, but this game make me into a man
. Very nice game, also one of Veibyn's great games. I've played it some hours, and it is enjoyable also a little frustrating some
times. As a game should be, also there is some dead ends. So you can't just rush thru the game.
I like this game.. It's the toy version of the Backfire.... I had fun playing this game. It's not scary but there were a few jump
scares that got me but it didn't make me scream. You basically go through the mansion in the dark. You obtain matches and
chocolate to help keep your fear from going low. The voice acting is really good. There were a few translations that were off but
none that'll affect you.

An ending I wasn't expecting either when I got all endings.

It's something I'll play from time to time again. I hope to find more games like this.
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